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Monte Carlo model of ion mobility and diffusion for low and high electric fields

Scott Robertson and Zoltan Sternovsky
Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0390

~Received 30 December 2002; published 29 April 2003!

A Monte Carlo method is described to model the mobility and diffusion of ions drifting in response to an
electric field in a neutral gas. The model uses a collision frequency that is dependent upon the ion velocity and
neutral gas thermal velocity. When implemented with a constant collision cross section for momentum transfer,
the model gives a mobility that is constant for small electric fields~those giving a subsonic drift velocity! and
that for larger fields falls inversely with the square root of the electric field. For argon ions drifting in argon,
the model gives a close agreement with experimental data for the mobility for a wide range of electric fields
when implemented with an energy-dependent cross section. For modeling of transverse diffusion, agreement
with data is improved if the collisions are a combination of idealized charge-exchange collisions and hard-
sphere collisions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.046405 PACS number~s!: 52.65.Pp, 51.50.1v, 52.25.Fi
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mobility of ions in weakly ionized plasma is ofte
assumed to be constant, however, at higher field strengt
is a decreasing function of the electric field. The decre
begins at approximately the field strength that causes
drift velocity to exceed the thermal velocity of the neutr
gas. In this work, a Monte Carlo model is described t
gives good agreement with experimental data for the mo
ity of Ar1 ions drifting in the parent gas for a wide range
electric field values. The computed mobility has the corr
field dependence as a consequence of using an ion-ne
collision frequency that is a function of the ion velocity.
the development of this model, agreement with drift tu
data for both mobility@1,2# and transverse diffusion@3,4# has
been used as a guide. The transverse diffusion of drif
ions is more sensitively dependent upon the nature of
collisions than is the mobility. A combination of hard-sphe
and idealized charge-exchange collisions is found to be
reproduce data for transverse diffusion than either type
collision used alone. Combinations of types of collisio
have previously been employed in modeling rf and dc d
charges@5–12#.

Plasma properties are often diagnosed by measuring
current-voltage characteristics of wire probes. For collisio
less plasmas, the theory of probes is well developed, h
ever, for collisional plasmas much less has been done in
theory and experiment. The frequently cited collisional pro
theories@13,14# are based upon models in which the electr
and ion motions are described by a constant mobility. T
electric field, however, increases rapidly as the probe is
proached and thus the ion mobility moves from the low-fie
regime to the high-field regime except for very small pro
voltages. The use of a constant mobility limits these co
sional probe theories to a relatively small range of volta
when ions are collected. A goal of the present work is to fi
a microscopic model for ion motion in plasmas that can
incorporated into computational models for ion collection
probes@15,16# and aerosol particles@17#. The model should
also have applications in describing the sheaths in pla
processing.
1063-651X/2003/67~4!/046405~9!/$20.00 67 0464
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In Sec. II below, the velocity dependence of the collisi
frequency is discussed and the theory of ion mobility is
viewed for both the low- and high-field cases. It is show
that these two limiting cases and the transition between th
can be described by calculating the collision frequency us
the mean velocity of collisions for ions drifting in a Max
wellian gas. In Sec. III, comparisons are made between c
putational models with fixed and velocity-dependent co
sion frequencies. The collision cross sections are assume
be fixed or energy-dependent and the types of collisions
assumed to be hard sphere, charge exchange, or a com
tion of these. Computed values for mobility and transve
diffusions are compared with experimental data. A summ
and conclusion are presented in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. The collision model

The general expression for the collision frequency fo
test ion of velocityuW i within the neutral parent gas is@18#

n~ui !5nnE s~ uuW i2uW au!uuW i2uW au f ~uW a!d3ua , ~1!

where nn is the neutral gas density, the integral is carri
over the velocity distributionf (uW a) of the neutrals~assumed
to be Maxwellian!, and the collision cross sections is writ-
ten as a function of the relative velocities of the particle
The probability that an ion will have a collision in a differ
ential time stepdt is n(ui) dt. This probability is indepen-
dent of the choice of collision partner, because the integ
tion removes the dependence uponuW a . Thus, in the Monte
Carlo model, it is not necessary to select the collision part
until after the decision to have a collision has been made

The relative probability of a collision with an atom o
given velocity uW a is determined by the dependence of t
integrand uponuW a . For collisions of electrons with atoms
the product of the cross section and relative velocity is of
nearly a constant and may be taken out of the integrand
this case, the distribution of collision partners is the same
the distribution of neutral gas atoms. In the case of char
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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S. ROBERTSON AND Z. STERNOVSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
exchange collisions of ions with atoms, there is a range
energies for which the cross section is nearly a constan
this case it is appropriate to take the cross section out of
integrand and to use for it a single value at a representa
collision energy. The remaining integrand is small where
ther f (uW a) is small or for values ofuW a that are near touW i .
The collision partners are therefore chosen using the wei
ing function

g~uW i ,uW a!5uuW i2uW au f ~uW a!. ~2!

If the collision partners were chosen from a simple Maxwe
ian ~i.e., no multiplication by the relative velocity!, collisions
of atoms and ions of low relative velocity would be chosen
a too high rate and collisions of high relative velocity wou
be chosen at a too low rate. The consequences of alter
methods of choosing collision partners are discussed in
Appendix.

The choice of partner is implemented in the model
using the rejection method@19# applied tog(uW i ,uW a). The
three components of a trial value ofuW a are selected on the
domain (23uth,3uth), whereuth5(2T/mi)

1/2 is the thermal
speed with the temperatureT expressed in energy units an
mi is the mass of both the atoms and ions. The value
g(uW i ,uW a) is then compared to the value ofNrandom
3max@g(uW i ,uWa)#, and if the former is larger then the tria
value ofuW a is kept for the collision. Otherwise, the rando
selection ofuW a is restarted.Nrandom is defined as a random
number on the~0,1! domain and max@g(uW i ,uWa)# is the maxi-
mum value of theg(uW i ,uW a) function, which can be approxi
mated as (ui10.5uth).

The integral in Eq.~1! is found approximately by taking
the cross section outside the integral and definingn(ui)
5nns„w(ui)…w(ui), wherew(ui) is the mean relative veloc
ity of collisions obtained from an integral over relative v
locities. The mean velocity of collisionsw(ui) for a test
particle of velocityui moving among Maxwellian field par
ticles is, after integration over solid angle@20#,

w~ui !5
4

uth
3 Ap

F E
0

ui 3ui
21u2

3ui
u2e2u2/uth

2
du

1E
ui

` 3u21ui
2

3u
u2e2u2/uth

2
duG

>F S 4uth
2

p D a/2

1ui
aG1/a

. ~3!

The final expression, plotted in Fig. 1, is an approximat
that is correct to within a few percent witha52 and to
within a few tenths of a percent witha52.14. In the limit
ui→0, w(ui)→(4/p)1/2uth , and in the limit ui@uth ,
w(ui)→ui . For subsonic ion velocity, the collision fre
quency is determined primarily by the mean speed of
neutral gas atoms and is only weakly dependent upon the
particle velocity. For supersonic ion velocities, the collisi
frequency is approximatelynns(ui)ui . The dependence o
the collision frequencyn upon the ion velocity is
04640
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n~ui !5
w~ui !

lMFP
5

F S 4uth
2

p D 1ui
2G1/2

lMFP
, ~4!

where lMFP51/nns is the mean free path. This velocity
dependent collision frequency is used in the computatio
model.

The velocity-dependent collision frequency may be us
in conjunction with the null collision method@21–23#. In this
method, a collision frequencynmax is defined which is the
largest value that is taken byn(ui). The probability of a
collision per time step is initially defined asnmaxdt. If a col-
lision is made, the true probability is calculated and the fr
tion n(ui)/nmax of these collisions is completed. The coll
sions that are not made are referred to as null collisions. T
method has the advantage that the possibly complicated
pression forn(ui) is evaluated only for the fraction of colli
sions that are real collisions, e.g., not in every time step.

B. Mobility as a function of the electric field

In the fluid description of plasmas, the mobility is foun
from the momentum equation. The collisional drag is
cluded by the term2nimiudn̄m , whereni is the ion density,
n̄m is the ensemble-averaged momentum transfer collis
frequency, andud is the ion fluid drift velocity. Assuming a
steady state, the fluid transport equation in one dimensio
obtained as

G i5niud5m iniE2Di

dni

dz
, ~5!

where G i is the ion flux,m i5q/mi n̄m is the ion mobility,
Di5T/mi n̄m is the ion diffusivity, andq is the elementary
charge. The electric fieldE is assumed to be uniform an
aligned with thez axis. In general,Di is a tensor quantity

FIG. 1. The mean relative velocity between a test ion of sp
uth and the Maxwellian parent gas atoms. The solid line is from
integral in Eq.~3!, the dotted line is the approximation witha52.
The velocities are normalized to the thermal speedui .
5-2
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MONTE CARLO MODEL OF ION MOBILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
with differing values parallel and transverse to the elec
field. The momentum transfer collision frequencyn̄m is, in
general, different from the frequency of computational co
sionsn(ui).

Often it is assumed that the mobility and diffusivity a
constants and independent of the drift velocity. However,
is true only for drift velocities much smaller than the therm
speed. Wannier@24# identified three different regions for th
mobility: ~1! At small electric fields causingud!uth , the
collision frequency of the ions is a constant and the mobi
is independent of the drift velocity. There is a generaliz
Einstein or Nernst-Townsend relation between mobility a
diffusivity, Di /m i5T* /q, whereT* is an effective tempera
ture @25#. In the limit of small electric field,T* is the tem-
perature of the neutral gas.~2! At high electric fields causing
ud@uth , the collision frequency increases linearly with th
drift velocity and it is the mean free path that is appro
mately a constant. The collision frequency in this case can
expressed asn̄m(ud)5ud /lMFP. This relation placed in the
momentum equation without a density gradient yields

ud5S qlMFP

miE
D 1/2

E, ~6!

where the mobility is now a decreasing function of the el
tric field intensity.~3! At intermediate electric fields, the drif
velocity is of the order of the thermal speed. Laborato
measurements of the ion drift velocity show a very grad
change from a linear dependence uponE to a dependence
upon E1/2 as E is increased@26#. This transition occupies a
large part of the parameter space and is treated in more d
in the following section.

C. An approximate expression for the drift velocity

Equation ~4! that relates the collision frequency to th
speed of the test ion is similar to an approximation sugge
by Wannier@24#, which uses a root-mean-square velocity
calculate the average collision frequency in the fluid a
proach

n̄~ud!5

F3

2
uth

2 1ud
2G1/2

lMFP
. ~7!

This equation applies to the collision frequency averag
over all ion velocities rather than to the collision frequen
of individual ions. It is thus a function ofud rather thanui .
The drift velocity may be obtained by using Eq.~7! in the
fluid momentum equation without a density gradient

udS 3

2
uth

2 1ud
2D 1/2

5
qElMFP

mi
, ~8!

which can be solved to find

ud* ~E!5H 2
3uth

2

4
1

1

2 F S 3uth
2

2 D 2

14S qE

minnsm
D 2G1/2J 1/2

.

~9!
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The drift velocity from Eq.~9! may be divided by the electric
field to show that indeed the mobility is constant at lowE,
varies asE21/2 at highE, and that the transition occurs in the
region where the drift velocity is comparable to the therma
velocity.

For the noble gas ions helium, neon, and argon, drifting
the parent gas, mobility measurements have been fit to
function of the form@27#

m i~E!5
m i ,0

F11
AE

p G1/2, ~10!

wherem i ,0 is the mobility extrapolated to zero electric field,
p is the neutral gas pressure, andA is an adjustable constant.
The drift velocity for argon based upon this formula with
coefficients to fit experimental data@27# is shown in Fig. 2
along with the drift velocity from Eq.~9! evaluated using the
cross section for momentum transfer@28# at ;1 eV of sm
51.15310218 m2. The close agreement shows that th
velocity-dependent collision frequencyn̄(ud) gives accurate
values for the mobility at low, intermediate, and high value
of E when incorporated into the analytic model, Eq.~9!. This
suggests that a computational model based upon the collis
frequencyn(ui) should also be accurate. It is possible to
include the energy dependence of the collision cross sectio
which has so far been ignored. This is discussed in mo
detail in the following section.

The relationship between the mobility and a constan
charge-exchange mean free path has been discussed in s
detail by Wannier@18,29# His analysis assumes an idealized
charge exchange, in which the ion and atom exchan
identity. He finds that the distribution function of drifting
ions in the limit of a strong field is approximately a one
sided Maxwellian. The problem of relating the momentum
transfer cross section to the charge-exchange cross sec

FIG. 2. The drift velocity as a function of electric field for Ar1

ions in the parent gas at 1 Torr pressure and 300 K. The solid line
experimental data from Ref.@2#, the dotted line is a fit by Frost
~Ref. @27#!, and the dashed line is from Eq.~9!.
5-3
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S. ROBERTSON AND Z. STERNOVSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
has been discussed by Phelps@28#. This relationship depend
upon the differential cross section for which there are o
limited data, especially at low energies. The differential cr
section@30# is peaked at 0° and 180° in the center of ma
frame, which indicates that the commonly used hard-sph
model ~isotropic in the center of mass frame! is a poor ap-
proximation. The small angle scattering has little effect
transport, and the backward scattering can be modele
180° backscatter. Phelps@28# suggests modeling the colli
sions as the sum of two processes: one in which there
180° backscatter and a second in which the scattering is
tropic. These are described by separate cross sections
isotropic part of the cross section falls more rapidly w
energy than the backscatter part, thus the backscatter
increasing fraction of the total cross section as the collis
energy is increased. The idealized charge exchange use
Wannier@18,29# is indistinguishable from 180° backscatte

III. THE MONTE CARLO MODEL

A. Versions of the model

Computational models with increasing levels of comple
ity were compared in order to find the level necessary to g
accurate values for mobility and diffusion for a wide range
E. The simplest models use dimensionless variablesq5mi
5uth5E51 and the results can easily be compared to a
lytic results. The more complicated models use values in
units near to those in drift tube experiments. There are
types of collisions investigated:~1! The identity switch,
which is the idealized charge-transfer collision, where
postcollision ion has the velocity of the neutral atom enter
the collision, and~2! the hard-sphere collision, which is a
random reorientation of the ion velocity vector in the cen
of mass frame. The neutral gas is either assumed cold or
a Maxwellian velocity distribution characterized byuth . The
collision partner is chosen either from a simple Maxwelli
or from a velocity-weighted Maxwellian as described in S
II A. An earlier version of the model with infinitely massiv
neutrals was used to describe electron mobility and diffus
@31#.

The motivation for developing the model is applicatio
in which the electric field is not uniform. The model
tested, however, with uniformE, which allows the equations
of motion to be integrated analytically. In the model, t
motion of a test ion is followed in time steps. The decision
have a collision is made in either one of three ways. In
constant-n versions, the probability of a collision per un
time has the same value for all ions. At each time step
collision probability isn dt. The time step is adjusted so th
there are;20 steps over the average collision time. Th
gives a small probability of a collision on each time step.
the constant-lMFP versions, the collision probability is
ds/lMFP, whereds is the differential path length in time ste
dt. Again, the time step is adjusted for a small collision pro
ability. In the variable-n model, Eq.~4! is used to determine
the collision frequency from the ion velocity andlMFP
51/nns. The mean free path is evaluated from either a c
stant cross section or an energy-dependent cross se
evaluated at the mean velocity of collisions from Eq.~3!.
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In the time between collisions, the ion freely accelera
in an electric field along thez axis and moves along the othe
two axes at constant velocity. The number of particles f
lowed is .256, and these are followed for.256 collision
times. The statistical uncertainty in the diffusion values
about 2% and the uncertainty in the mobility is smaller.

B. Mobility in dimensionless variables

The first computations were done for the constant-n case
with dimensionless variables andn51. Figure 3 shows typi-
cal results for position as a function of time for the har
sphere and identity-switch models, both for a cold gas. T
linear regressions indicate that the drift velocities are 2
and 1.00, respectively. These are the expected value
within a few percent. The drift velocity in the hard-sphe
model is twice as large as in the identity-switch case. Thi
because the identity-switch collisions are twice as effect
removing the ion’s momentum, thusn̄m50.5 for the hard-

FIG. 3. Plots of the positions of ions along thez axis for the~a!
hard-sphere and~b! identity-switch models. A constant collision
frequencyn51 and cold gas are assumed. The thick straight lin
are linear regressions that determine the mean velocity. For cla
only ten of the 128 trajectories are shown for each case.
5-4
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MONTE CARLO MODEL OF ION MOBILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
sphere case andn̄m51 for identity switch. The spread in th
z(t) trajectories is a measure of the longitudinal diffusio
The deviations are smaller for the identity-switch case,
cause the difference in trajectories arises only from the r
domness of the times of collisions. The constant-lMFP model
with lMFP51 was also run for the two types of collision
For the hard-sphere model, the drift velocity atE51 was
1.13, which is nearer to Wannier’s theoretical value@24,32#
of 1.147 (qElMFP)

1/2. The identity-switch collisions gave
0.785 for the drift speed at the same conditions, which
nearer to the value of (2/p)1/2 derived by Wannier@18#.

The scaling of the drift velocity with electric field wa
investigated for a wide range ofE using cold gas with both
the constant-n, and the constant-lMFP models, Fig. 4. Linear
regressions show scaling in the constant-n case with the
1.000 power ofE and in the constant-lMFP case with the
0.499 power ofE. The variable collision frequency wa
implemented by using Eq.~4! with lMFP51. Collisions were
with Maxwellian gas withuth51. The dependence of th
drift velocity upon the electric field, the solid line in Fig. 4
shows a smooth transition from the constant-n case at low
values ofE to the constant-lMFP case at high values.

C. Modeling mobility of Ar ¿ in Ar gas

Argon is one of the most widely studied gases and th
are many measurements of mobility, diffusion, and collis
cross sections. The computations were repeated for Ar1 ions
using variables in SI units. The neutral Ar gas was mode
with nn53.53531022 m23 and 300 K temperature giving
uth5352 m/s. Three collision cross-section models w
used. The first is a constant momentum transfer cross
tion, sm51.15310218 m2. The second is an energy
dependent cross section@28#

FIG. 4. The drift velocity as a function of the electric field fo
the constant-n ~dash-dotted line!, constant-lMFP ~dashed line!, and
variable-n ~solid line! models. The calculations are for dimensio
less variables using the hard-sphere model and cold gas. The
tric field is in units of one ion temperature drop over a mean f
path. Using a Maxwellian distribution for the field particlesuth

51 changes with the drift velocity by less than 2%.
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sm~e!51.15310218«20.1~110.015/«!0.6, ~11!

with the collision energy« expressed in eV. This cross se
tion varies approximately as«20.1 for «@0.015 eV. For
these energies, the removal of the cross section from
integrand in Eq.~1! is justified and Eq.~2! is a good approxi-
mation.

The third cross section is a net cross section that is
sum of two parts,

snet~«!5sb~«!1s i~«!, ~12!

wheresb(«) is the cross section for 180° backscatter in t
center of mass frame~idealized charge exchange! ands i(«)
is the cross section for isotropic scattering@28# ~hard-sphere
collision!. Data for the differential scattering cross secti
has been used to deduce the isotropic part of the collis
cross section@28#:

s i~«!5
2310219

«0.5~11«!
1

3310219«

~11«/3!2.3. ~13!

The backscatter cross sectionsb(«) can be deduced by sub
tracting the isotropic part of the cross section from the cr
section for momentum transfer, taking into consideration
fact that backscatter collisions remove twice the momentu
on average, as the isotropic collisions. The momentum tra
fer cross section can be expressed assm(«)52sb(«)
1s i(«). The backscatter cross section is thensb(«)
5@sm(«)2s i(«)#/2 andsnet(«)5@sm(«)1s i(«)#/2. In the
model with the net cross section, the value ofsnet(«) is used
to make the decision for a collision, and the comparison o
random number tos i(«)/snet(«) is used to select either
hard-sphere collision or a backscatter collision.

The collision energy is calculated from the mean veloc
of collisionsw(ui) according to Eq.~3!. The smallest colli-
sion energy is then approximately the thermal energy and
~12! is never evaluated at energies below 0.03 eV where
cross section begins to diverge. The calculated drift velo
ties obtained with the different cross section models
shown in Fig. 5 and listed in Table I. Measured drift veloc
ties from two experiments@1,2# are also listed. The drift
velocities obtained with the energy-dependent cross sect
are in good agreement with the data, but the constant c
section gives values that are too high at low electric fie
This is partially a consequence of using a fixed value for
cross section that is inappropriate for low velocity collision
In most of the calculations for Fig. 5 and Table I, the col
sion partner has been selected from a simple Maxwellian
column 5 of Table I, a second number is given which is t
drift velocity calculated for the energy-dependent cross s
tion sm(«) using collision partners selected from th
velocity-weighted Maxwellian. The velocity-weighted sele
tion reduces the drift velocities because of the favored se
tion of collision partners with velocities in the opposite d
rection from the ion. This occurs becauseuuW i2uW au is greater
for these partners. The difference in drift velocities is sma
for high drift velocity, where the relative important ofua is
smallest.

ec-
e
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S. ROBERTSON AND Z. STERNOVSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
The model was not run for argon with a constant collisi
frequency or mean free path. It is clear from inspection
Fig. 3 that mobilities calculated in either of these ways w
have significant error at either high or low values of elect
field. Experimental mobilities for argon for a wide range ofE
have been reproduced in the Monte Carlo model of Na
and Kitatani@33#, who used cross sections with adjustab
cutoffs. The model presented here has no adjustable pa
eters.

D. Transverse diffusion

Ion diffusion with zero electric field was investigated f
Maxwellian field particles using the constant-n model with

FIG. 5. A comparison of the experimental drift velocity fro
Hornbeck@1# ~solid squares! and Beaty@2# ~open triangles! with
mobilities computed using a constant cross section~solid line!, and
the energy-dependent net cross section in Eq.~11! ~dashed line!.
See also Table I.

TABLE I. A comparison of measured drift velocities for argo
with velocities from four computational models using different c
lision and cross-section models. The collision frequency is given
Eq. ~4!. The second number in the fifth column lists drift velociti
where the velocity-weighted collision partner selection was appl
The listed experimental values were obtained from the referen
by interpolation. The statistical uncertainties in the computatio
values are below 2%.

E ~V/m!

Drift velocities @m/s#

Hornbeck
@1#

Beaty
@2#

From
sm

From
sm(«)

From
sb(«)1s i(«)

1250 159 138 205 151/131 152
2500 284 256 346 278/251 273
5000 481 447 547 474/445 461

10 000 769 732 817 756/729 735
20 000 1173 1125 1196 1163/1139 1132
40 000 1730 1592 1719 1737/1711 1706
80 000 2502 2252 2451 2583/2543 2529
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dimensionless variables and hard-sphere collisions.
computational collision frequency was set ton52 so that
n̄m51. The diffusivity was determined from a linear regre
sion using the relation̂r 2&56Dit, where^r 2& is the root-
mean square of the radial distance from the origin. The m
sured slopes for five repetitions of the model gave an aver
of 3.01 with a standard error of60.09 indicatingDi50.50
60.02. This is near to the expected diffusivity,Di

5T/mi n̄m50.5, where in the dimensionless unitsT50.5 and
uth5mi51. Sampling of the atom and ion velocities verifie
that the mean-squared velocity^u2&51.5 is for both ~see
also the Appendix!.

The diffusion of argon ions transverse to an electric fie
DT , was also investigated, because it is a sensitive indic
of angular scattering. A linear regression was used to findDT
from the relation^r 2&54DTt. Experimental values for the
effective temperatureT* are available@3,4#, thus DT was
divided by the mobility~obtained fromud /E) to find T* . A
comparison is given in Table II for different collision type
and different techniques for the selection of collision pa
ners. For identity-switch collisions, the temperature of t
neutral gas determines the transverse motion, and the tr
verse diffusivity does not change withE. If there is a mo-
mentum transfer, as in hard-sphere collisions, thenDT and
T* are increasing functions ofE. These two collision models
were run with warm gas, collision partners chosen from
simple Maxwellian, and constant collision cross section. T
experimental data falls between the two cases, indicating
the argon ion-atom collisions have a momentum transfer
tween that of hard-sphere collisions and idealized charge
change. The effective temperature from the model is clo
to the experimental values when mixed collisions with th
corresponding energy-dependent cross section are used
values are consistently low by more than the experime
error, suggesting that the collisions have a larger isotro
component. The energy-dependent cross sections resu
about 40% of the collisions, being idealized charge e

y

.
es
l

TABLE II. The effective temperaturesT* from transverse dif-
fusion obtained from experiments~column 2!, from computational
models with idealized charge-exchange collisions~column 3!, and
from hard-sphere collisions~column 4!. The last column is from a
model using a mixture of hard-sphere and idealized charge
change. The first number is for collision partners chosen from
simple Maxwellian and the second number is for the veloci
weighted Maxwellian.

E ~V/m!

T* 5DT /m ~meV!

Sejkora
et al. @3#

Identity
switch

sm

Hard
sphere

sm

Mixture
sb(«)1s i(«)

1250 28 24/25 27/28 24/29
2500 31 24/26 33/35 25/29
5000 38 26/25 49/51 30/33

10 000 48 26/26 83/86 37/39
5-6
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MONTE CARLO MODEL OF ION MOBILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046405 ~2003!
change, at E51250 V/m and about 65% at E
510 000 V/m. Selecting the collision partner from
velocity-weighted Maxwellian, the second numbers in Ta
II, increases slightly the effective temperature obtained w
hard-sphere collisions.

E. Longitudinal diffusion with hard-sphere collisions

For argon ions in argon, longitudinal diffusion is too sm
for accurate experimental measurements to be made.
model was therefore run with only hard-sphere collisio
and the results were compared with the theoretical results
the same kind of collisions. The longitudinal diffusion w
found from the deviations of individual trajectories from th
mean trajectory. The squares of these deviations increas
2DLt. Both DL andDT from this model are shown in Fig. 6
for a range of electric fields spanning the low- and high-fi
cases. At the smallest value ofE investigated,DT /m i

50.025 eV andDL /m i50.023 eV which are nearer to th
expected value of 0.026 eV. Diffusivities with a consta
mean free path@34# can be written aŝu&lMFP/3 in the limit
of zero electric field. If the mean speed^u& is interpreted as
w(ud), a characteristic diffusivityD* 5w(ud)lMFP/3 can be
defined for convenience that has approximately the cor
scaling withE. The computed values ofDT are nearer toD*
for low E and fall to 0.88D* at the highestE investigated.
The longitudinal diffusivity is nearer toD* at low electric
fields but falls more rapidly approaching 0.5D* at high
field. Skullerud@35# points out that for longitudinal motion
the ions that are in front of a group are moving the faste
and thus have the highest collision frequency. This tend
slow them causing a bunching effect that reduces the lo
tudinal spread. Skullerud@35# has investigated the high-fiel
case with a Monte Carlo code and findsDT
50.32(qEl3

MFP/mi)
1/2 and DL50.22(qEl3

MFP/mi)
1/2.

The values found here at the highest fields are approxima

FIG. 6. Diffusivities DL ~squares! and DT ~open circles! for
argon ions drifting in argon. The solid line isD* .
04640
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the same as Skullerud’sDT and about 10% lower than hi
DL .

The mean energies of the ions were also computed
found to be 0.8760.05 of the value suggested by Heime
et al. @36#,

1

2
mi^u

2&5
p

4
miud

21
3

2
T, ~14!

throughout the range ofE investigated. This formula is simi
lar to one given earlier for the constant-n case by Wannier
@24#, in which the first term on the right has a coefficient
unity rather thanp/4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A Monte Carlo model in which the collision frequency
calculated from the mean velocity of collisions has be
found to accurately reproduce the electric field depende
of the mobility. The drift velocities scale linearly withE at
low electric fields and withE1/2 at high electric fields. The
data in Table I compare the drift velocities that are obtain
with models of differing complexity. Comparison of colum
4 with constant cross section and column 5 with an ener
dependent cross section show that including the energy
pendence significantly improves agreement with drift tu
data at the smaller values of drift velocity. Note, howev
that the constant value of the cross section used for colum
was selected to give good agreement at high drift velocity
a larger cross section had been used, the agreement w
have been better at low drift velocity and poorer at high d
velocity. Comparison of the drift velocities in column 5 fo
hard-sphere collisions and column 6 for a mixture of co
sion types shows that the more complex model does
significantly change the drift velocity. Thus if reproducin
mobility is the only concern, there is a little to be gaine
from using a mixture of collision types. On the other han
the drift velocity is significantly changed~second number in
column 5! if collision partners are chosen correctly using t
velocity-weighted Maxwellian. The computed drift velocitie
in this case are nearer to the drift tube data of Beaty@2#:

Calculated transverse diffusivities are too large when
hard-sphere collision model is used and too small when
idealized charge-exchange model is used. Diffusivities ne
to the experimental values are obtained by using a mixtur
hard-sphere and idealized charge-exchange collisions ca
lated from separate energy-dependent cross sections.
data in Table II suggest that the fraction of the cross sec
that is isotropic is greater than indicated by the cross sec
in Eq. ~13!. The selection of collision partners using
velocity-weighted Maxwellian increases slightly the diffusi
ity by increasing the population of high velocity ions.
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APPENDIX: CHOICE OF COLLISION PARTNERS

It is expected from statistical mechanics that in the
sence of an electric field, the ion distribution will becom
Maxwellian as a consequence of collisions with atoms t
have a Maxwellian distribution. The adoption of a collisio
frequency that increases with velocity, Eq.~4!, reduces the
lifetime of the suprathermal ions. If the ions created by c
lisions initially have a Maxwellian distribution, then th
higher collision frequency of the faster ions will result
their being preferentially lost and are thus under-represe
in the distribution. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7~a! where
the ion distribution functions obtained with two collisio
models are compared with a Maxwellian distribution. Bo
distributions were obtained by following one ion for.105

collisions and sampling the velocity at equally spaced ti
intervals longer than several collision times. In both mod
the collision frequency is velocity dependent and is given
Eq. ~4!. The measured distribution is nearly Maxwellia
when the collision partners are chosen using the veloc
weighted Maxwellian. The measured distribution has too f
high energy particles and too many low energy partic
when the collision partners are chosen from the simple M
wellian. This is also indicated by the second moments of
distributions. The root-mean-squared velocities in the t
cases are 1.51 and 1.29, respectively. If a constant colli
frequency is used and the collision partners are chosen f
the velocity-weighted Maxwellian, the observed distributi
is shifted toward higher velocities, and the root-mea
squared value is 1.74. This indicates that choosing collis
partners from the velocity-weighted Maxwellian ‘‘corrects
the effect of the velocity-dependent collision frequency
,
a

ys
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generating the high velocity ions at a greater rate. As d
cussed in Sec. III C, the effect of choosing collision partn
with the velocity weighting is to reduce the mobility at lo
values ofE and to slightly increase the diffusivity at all va
ues ofE.

FIG. 7. The ion velocity distribution obtained from the comp
tational model usingE50 and dimensionless units. The sol
squares are the ion distribution obtained from the variable-n case
with selection of collision partners from the velocity-weighte
Maxwellian. The open triangles are from the variable-n case with
partners selected from the simple Maxwellian. The solid line i
Maxwellian distribution. The distributions are normalized to t
same number of ions and the velocity is normalized to the ther
velocity.
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